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Challenge�1

Bridging the gap for Biomedical Science

Graduates upon exiting University

Challenge�2

Providing the bridge to understanding

job opportunities they never realized

existed

Challenge�3

Bridging the gap in business acumen

training for scientists



Solution�2

We identify and provide the latest local

and global job market trends

Solution�1

We analyze the need of the student

Solution�3

We develop student-friendly courses

through our market research



Find�your�bridge
Introduction to career search for scientists

Module�description

how to structure a professional CV or Resume

how to write your cover letter

how to apply skills you have learned at university to your job

application

Module 1 CV, Resume, and Cover letter

In this section you will learn:

what is the recommended job search strategy

what is the etiquette of professional networking

how to efficiently look for a job

Module 2 Job search

In this section you will learn:

what is a personal brand and how to use it to your

advantage

how to set up a LinkedIn profile

how to prepare for a virtual interview

how to prepare for a behavioral interview

Module  3 Personal Brand

In this section you will learn:

Developed by:        

Learning Mode:     

Duration:                      

                                   

Price:                           

Science Bridge

Blended

3 Hours E-Learning

2 Hours assessments 

ZAR 1000

Instructor

Martyna is an accomplished scientist with a Ph.D. degree in

immunology and infectious diseases. Born in Poland, she

completed her studies in South Africa and spent 10 years

studying and working in various countries abroad including

Netherlands, Germany, and South Africa.

 

Her travels and educational experiences in each country have

made her aware of the many pitfalls in higher education. Her

special focus is towards health science postgraduates, which she

discusses regularly on our YouTube channel “Science Bridge”.

Her passion for the motivation and education of postgraduate

students resulted in a one-of-a-kind Alternative Career

Development Workshop 2020 for Faculty of Health Sciences

students at the University of Cape Town. Her professionalism and

charisma brought together over 15 representatives from different

industry sectors where they interacted with over 100 eager

attendees! The unique scope of the workshop was greatly

appreciated by both University representatives and particularly

the students. 

She has published several articles and reports on the needs of

biotechnology postgraduate students in South Africa. Today

Martyna is advocating for creating joint ventures across the

country which will aid the transition of talented postgraduates to

industry and result in the creation of more jobs for unemployed

alumni.  

Martyna�Scibiorek,�PhD�Ing.
Founder and CEO of Science Bridge

Get�In�Touch:

https://www.linkedin.com/in/martyna-scibiorek/
mailto:martyna@sciencebridge.co.za
http://moodle.sciencebridge.co.za/course/view.php?id=2#section-2
http://moodle.sciencebridge.co.za/course/view.php?id=2#section-3
http://moodle.sciencebridge.co.za/course/view.php?id=2#section-4
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCXik58sNsxzYLQ-SeACGBFg

